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Fantastic VR game. Impressive and beautiful visuals and overall solid gameplay, starts slowly, with your avatar chained to a
flying rock but then builds up and soon you'll find yourself surrounded by mortal danger :D
Feels already quite polished for an Early Access title and has a striking visual style that works very well with current generation
VR screens. Ultimately highly recommended, thumbs up!. Shortly tested with the OCULUS RIFT!
-edit-
After Implementing the Rift Support everything is working quite well! It is a little bit more immerse to walk by wyping your
hands through Fallout or Skyrim! Good Work, especially for those who suffer from motion sickness (in my case fortunately
not).
-edit2-
I would not walk through skyrim without this app!

Buy it!. its a good game to play with my friends. This is the first Visual Novel I've read, despite having known other different
titles (Also a few that were later adapted to anime versions) but this is the first VN I gave a try and I can say it's all worth it~

If you enjoyed variety of Visual Novels with huge line up of genres up to your tastes; then this one is right for you. As it
completes each of the development department for characters, backgrounds, well structured (and complex) storyline and as well
a mellow music/OSTs to listen to.

Also, this does not only entirely focuses on a single character, but rather a diversity group of people, with their backgrounds also
explained in the middle of the story. Give it a try and pay for extra routes (Aside common route) if you wish to see more than
one heroine's development in the story; they will entertain you and yet do not disappoint you at the same time. Be prepared
though , there may be some parts that you may dislike along the way.. time killler. Awesome game, beautiful graphics and
soundtrack, just play and see. Its not a bad game I think it would be good for at least $5. I've heard the game is similar to Super
Mario 3D World which I haven't played but I do know how Mario plays. So yeah if your a fan of Mario you'll like the game.
The difficulty is reasonably easy at the beginning near the end it gets a tad more difficult. The only issue I came across is with
using the Xbox 360 controller in the menu's it seems the deadzone is a little off it could be my controller so I can't really say its
the game or not. Well if your a fan of Mario get the game it is reasonably short so a good $5 is probably better for the purchase..
So I was reading reviews and people (in 2015) were claiming there were game breaking bugs and they couldn't finish individual
levels. I have played every level twice and am at about 90% completion so I don't quite see what was unfinishable about the first
level.
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I feel this game is part of the Golden Era in the LEGO games alongside Star Wars Complete Saga and Batman 1. After Star
Wars I where they've refined everything and figured out what works, but before they started expanding with overworlds that are
part of the story or the horror of voice acting. The charm comes from them telling the story you already know through slapstick
mime. I know Batman was an original story but I won't go into that because this is about Indy not Batman.

Gameplay wise: It's incredibly simple.
If you can push things into a position, push them into place then proceed.
If you need a certain type of character to proceed, tag them then proceed.
If you don't have that character on you, then you either need to steal a hat or it's something intended for Free Play mode.
If you need a certain item to proceed, obtain it and then proceed.
If you cannot find the item you need, you are either trying to go into an area intended for Free Play mode, or you haven't
smashed enough things that the item may be hiding behind/inside.

I know it's simple, but it's fun. Except the Bridge Battle on Temple of Doom. That is the only problem I have with this game.

I will admit there were two bugs I encountered - but both were easily overcome. One was the intended solution for posting one
of the parcels doesn't seem possible. But there's another solution that really wasn't hard to think up myself, and given it's a
puzzle game I don't mind them forcing people to actually think about their solution, deliberately or not.
The other is on one level, it mistakes having thrown a sword at a green piece where you're meant to attach something for the
actual something, and so it won't let you attach it but it also won't respond as though you have attached it. So just be careful
when throwing swords in Last Crusade.
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Where to begin, where to begin. Let's try measuring the good versus the bad.
Good...
1. it is fun play with friends
2. meet crazy and fun people that can become a part of your life.
3. learn to be a better player throw hard work and a lot of effort.
4. a good way to kill a lot of time
5. you can win big and lose big, skins are like diamonds on csgo.
6. when there are events, there fun and crazy.
7. learning a map makes you feel like a god, knowing a weapons spray pattern makes you an elite player.

Bad...
1. if you solo Que, you might as well drink a bottle of bleach and hope for the best
2. always bring a salt shaker with, you are going to get a lot of salty people and you will save a lot of cash collecting that salt.
3. if you cant aim, cant hear the enemy players, if you are too slow, you will hate this game and become a salty player.
4. you will always run into hackers and smurfs, no matter what you do.
5. Events are very scarce lately if we are lucky, there is one a year.
6. there will always be people trying to steal your skins, hack your account, so whatever you do, try and be safe.

Now in conclusion, if you want to play this game do it on your own accord. risk it for the biscuit if you will. you will get mad,
you will be upset, you will rage quit, you will suck. BUT you can get better, stay calm, focus, and have a ton of fun if you do it
the right way. is it worth paying for the game? NO. there is too many hackers and smurfs that destroy the gameplay. is it worth
it to get the free version? YES.
I only play this game with friends, that way you still get to enjoy the game,
Hope this helps someone along the way.. Got this in a Humble Bundle, however I would pay full price for how good this
software is.. Solid tower defense gameplay.
Branching storylines that suffer a little from localization and no voice acting.
Could be a lot more polished, but is actually pretty fun as is.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/zppwFoQYdIY. The best ad for an analytics package I've ever played.. Well, after playing Invention, I gave
Way of Hero a try, and it's disappointing in every way.
The character is sluggish, the aiming and shooting is horrible, the level design is close to none.
I left the game in the cave, after falling into a pit and then... in the "game void" - meaning nobody properly checked the level.
On top of that, using Unity Personal Edition to actually make a commercial game is questionable.
. Love this and hope you guys stick together to keep creating, I love the aesthetic the mechanincs and general tone of the game, I
would definitely contribute to a patreon if y'all had one. Please for the love of the meduim keep up this unique creativity!. OK
this game will pass as a free to play on game jam or something but asking for almoust 9 CAD for this game is insane! this is a
mix between dayz mine craft and rust but has no point at all! -small map -horrible graphics -buggy im just to tiered to go threw
everything but in a survival game that gives you everything u need to survive at the start is not gonna be fun to play! look they
have a hunger system well thats not a problem because the whole small space is filled with animals! those weird half human
things take like 10 shotgun hit directly in them to kill and just plain out stupid! the speech at the start tells you that someone
knows where u are does not bother to help you!

Final Word is that this game makes no sence you might as well spend a bit more money on minecraft dayz, rust and you will bet
a much more enjoyable expirience out off it :)

(if this game goes free to play then it will be much better :))
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